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COUNCIL CORRESPONDENCE UPDATE TO JULY 5, 2023 (8:30 a.m.) 

 

Correspondence 

(1) June 29, 2023, regarding “Cats out of control” 

(2) July 4, 2023, regarding “Introducing Autonomous Traffic Safety to West Van” 

(3) July 4, 2023, regarding “BC Ferry Corporation operations as Horseshoe Bay, 
WV -- the single largest emitter of GHG and hazardous air pollutants” 

Correspondence from Other Governments and Government Agencies 

(4) P. Weiler, M.P. (West Vancouver-Sunshine Coast-Sea to Sky Country),  
June 30, 2023, regarding “Happy Canada Day & June 2023 Newsletter” 

Responses to Correspondence 

(5) Acting Senior Manager of Parks, June 29, 2023, response to G. McIsaac 
regarding “Re the sea wall walk and our piers” 

(6) Assistant Chief of Fire Protection, June 30, 2023, response regarding  
Fire Rescue Bylaw No. 5163, 2021 

(7) Fire Chief, June 30, 2023, response to P. Hundal regarding “Hwy 99 fire  
June 26 2023” 
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Victoria Rae

From: Patrick Weiler MP <patrick.weiler@parl.gc.ca>
Sent: Friday, June 30, 2023 6:01 PM
To: correspondence
Subject: Happy Canada Day & June 2023 Newsletter

CAUTION: This email originated from outside the organization from email address bounce_84e5f994-aa17-ee11-a9bb-
00224832eb73_prod@bounce.myngp.com. Do not click links or open attachments unless you validate the sender and know the 
content is safe. If you believe this e-mail is suspicious, please report it to IT by marking it as SPAM. 

Unsubscribe 

It appears that you have subscribed to commercial messages from this sender. To stop receiving such messages from 
this sender, please unsubscribe 

Dear Mayor and Council, 

I am wishing you a very Happy Canada Day tomorrow, as we celebrate everything that we 
love about our great country and strive to create a more just and prosperous society for all 
Canadians. I’m looking forward to taking part in a citizenship ceremony in West Vancouver, 
meeting with new Canadians, and talking about the important values that underscore how 
lucky we all are to call this country home. Later on in this newsletter, we will have a short 
summary of the events that are happening tomorrow. 
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The end of June wraps up the spring parliamentary session until we reconvene on September 
18th. After consistent sittings in the House of Commons for many weeks now, we were able 
to pass 15 key pieces of legislation (in the last 15 weeks) before breaking for the summer. 
These include the passage of Budget 2023 and the Budget Implementation Act, a 
modernized Canadian Environmental Protection Act, the creation of a Federal Beneficial 
Ownership Registry, a new Canada Disability Benefit and much more. Take a read below to 
learn about how this legislation will benefit you, your loved ones, and Canadians across the 
country. 

Important national programs were launched this month including Canada’s National 
Adaptation Strategy, which is Canada’s comprehensive strategy to work with all orders of 
government and society to adapt our country to a rapidly changing climate. Last week, we 
launched the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples Act Action Plan, a 



roadmap that Canada will follow to align our law and policies with the objectives of the UN 
Declaration. 

While in the riding this June, I had the opportunity to welcome MP Rob Oliphant, the 
Parliamentary Secretary to the Minister of Foreign Affairs, to visit West Vancouver for 
Community Days. It was also a pleasure to join the Squamish's Sikh community this month to 
take part in the 16th annual Sikh Parade and celebration of the Fifth Guru. It was a wonderful 
day of sharing food, knowledge, values, and culture. I also joined former MP John Weston, 
local Olympic Gold medalist Madison Mailey and others to take part in the annual Ride for 
Rotary fundraiser for North Shore Search and Rescue. 

The Whyte Lake forest fire is a reminder that forest fire season is upon us, and in fact 
Canada is having its worst wildfire season of any year in history and it is only June. I am 
extremely grateful for our first responders that have been fighting fires across Canada, and 
that were able to swiftly bring the Whyte Lake fire under control. I ask that everyone be 
mindful of the threat of forest fires and follow local guidance to prevent human caused fires 
from occurring. 

I hope that you had a happy Pride Month, and as well as took some time to learn about 
Indigenous History Month in June. Check out my explainer here. 

Stay tuned for Meet Your MP events and townhalls we’ll be hosting across the riding. I’m 
looking forward to connecting with you over the next couple of months. As always, if you ever 
want to chat, please don’t hesitate to get in touch with me. 

Parliamentary Updates 

Bill S-5: Modernization of CEPA 

On June 13th, Bill S-5, the updated Canadian Environmental Protection Act (CEPA), received 
Royal Assent. This marks one of the most significant advancements in Canadian 
environmental law. Bill S-5 recognizes a right to a healthy environment and also mandates 
the federal government to safeguard this right and uphold associated principles, including 
environmental justice, non-regression, and intergenerational equity. 

Within two years from the enactment of the amendments, Ministers are required to establish 
an implementation framework, outlining the approach for incorporating this law into the 
administration of the Act. This updated version of CEPA also includes my amendment to 
ensure a "right to a clean, healthy, and sustainable environment.” Bill S-5 also included the 
following amendments: 

 Requiring the government to create a fresh strategy for prioritizing continuous risk
assessments of chemicals, including specific timelines, 

 a strategy to decrease reliance on animal testing,
 the implementation of informative labeling to provide valuable information to the

public, and 



 consideration of cumulative effects of toxic substances and on vulnerable 
populations. 

Read more about this landmark legislation in my interview with Pique Newsmagazine. 

 

With Parliamentary Secretary Adam van Koeverden, Senator Stan Kutcher, Minister of Environment and 

Climate Change Steven Guilbeault and Parliamentary Secretary Terry Duguid 

Federal Beneficial Ownership Registry 

Bill C-42, An Act to amend the Canada Business Corporations Act and to make 
consequential and related amendments to other Acts, completed its Third Reading in the 
House on June 22nd and was sent over to the Senate. Bill C-42 will implement a public and 
searchable beneficial ownership registry of corporations governed under the Canada 
Business Corporations Act. Creating a public and searchable registry will increase the 
transparency of beneficial owners of federally regulated Canadian corporations, thereby 
increasing corporate accountability and the capacity of the government to combat money 
laundering, tax fraud, financing of terrorist activities and other financial crime.   
 
The implementation of the Beneficial Ownership Data standard will require corporations to 
disclose information regarding individuals who possess substantial ownership shares and 
control in said corporations. This requirement will empower law enforcement agencies, the 
Canada Revenue Agency (CRA), banks, journalists, and the public to accurately determine 
the actual owners of any given corporation. Consequently, this measure will aid in preventing 
criminals from utilizing anonymous numbered corporations as a means of concealing their 
identities.  
 



On June 16th, in my remarks in the House of Commons about Bill C-42 (watch below), I 
highlighted the maximum penalties for those found to have failed to comply with the 
legislation, with fines now up to $1 million. This, I argued, will ensure that there is a sufficient 
deterrent effect for individuals frustrating the important purpose of the legislation. Bill C-42 is 
now being considered by the Senate after passing through the House of Commons 
unanimously. 

Passage of the Canada Disability Benefit 

Of the 6.2 million persons living with disabilities in Canada, 23% live in poverty. That is why 
we introduced Bill C-22, An Act to reduce poverty and to support the financial security of 
persons with disabilities by establishing the Canada disability benefit and making a 
consequential amendment to the Income Tax Act, which received royal assent on June 22nd. 
This groundbreaking legislation establishes the foundation for the development and 
implementation of the Canada Disability Benefit (CDB), a new support system for working-
age individuals with disabilities in Canada. The CDB will complement existing federal and 
provincial/territorial disability assistance programs. 

It signifies a vital commitment and forms the cornerstone of the government's Disability 
Inclusion Action Plan (DIAP), which was first introduced in the 2020 Speech from the Throne. 
The DIAP is a grand strategy aimed at promoting inclusivity for individuals with disabilities 
and acknowledges the broader societal benefits of disability inclusion. The plan will 
continuously develop, aiming to implement government-wide initiatives and targeted 
investments to bring about enduring and positive transformations. 

Bill C-18: Online News Act 

A free and independent press is essential to our democracy. With social media, many of us 
now see a lot of our news coming up on digital platforms. Bill C-18 seeks to make these 
platforms, including Google and Facebook, actually pay the news publishers for the content 
that is posted to their sites, as well as negotiating fair compensation without government 
intervention. Critically, it includes protections to preserve our independent press. In the last 
decade, we have seen the number of news outlets in Canada plummet - 474 have closed 



since 2008 and one-third of Canadian journalism jobs have disappeared in the same time. It 
is vital that independent journalism is supported across the country, and C-18 will help do just 
that with social media platforms from now on needing to compensate Canadian news 
businesses fairly.  
 
This law was modeled after Australia introduced a similar law and, according to the Australian 
Competition and Consumer Commission, more than $190 million has been paid to Australian 
media companies already since the law was enacted. While C-18 has received Royal Assent, 
it will take about six months for it to come into force, and we look forward to working with all 
partners to make sure this legislation meets the goals we have set out. 

Bill C-35: Early Learning and Child Care 

Bill C-35: An Act Respecting Early Learning and Childcare, commits the federal government 
to supporting and collaborating with provinces, territories and Indigenous Peoples to both 
build and maintain access to an affordable, inclusive and high-quality early learning and child-
care system, with primarily not-for-profit care. It includes long-term funding plans, a National 
Advisory Council and a Reporting system.  
 
The existing investment of $30 billion over five years to build a Canada-wide Early Learning 
and Child Care System has already delivered real results for families from coast to coast to 
coast, by reducing child care fees in every single province and territory. By March 2026, our 
goal is for child-care fees to be regulated and be set to an average of $10 a day. We are 
committed to building a system so that all families can access high-quality care, and this bill 
enshrines these principles into law so that kids will get the best possible start in life.   

Budget 2023: Affordability + Healthcare Delivery + Investment 
in the Energy Transition 

We introduced Budget 2023 on March 28th and on June 8th, by a vote of 177 to 146, the 
Budget Implementation Act passed in the House. Measures in this legislation include:  

 

 



 The grocery rebate provides targeted inflation relief for 11 million low- and modest-
income Canadians and families. The grocery rebate provides targeted inflation relief 
for 11 million low- and modest-income Canadians and families. 

 Automatic tax-filing for low-income Canadians will ensure that those who need it will
receive the benefits they are entitled to, including the Canada Child Benefit, the 
Guaranteed Income Supplement (GIS),  and Old Age Security (OAS). If you are 
unsure if you qualify for these or need help with CRA, please contact my office and 
we can help you out. 

 For young people, we have launched the new Tax-Free First Home Savings Account
as well as removing interest for Canada Student Loans. This will save the average 
borrower $520 a year, based on current interest rates. 

 $198.3 billion in order to reduce backlogs, expand access to family health services
and ensure that provinces and territories - who are responsible for delivering health 
care - provide the quality and timely health care that Canadians expect and deserve. 

 The new Canadian Dental Care Plan will be implemented by the end of this year and
benefit up to 9 million Canadians, providing dental coverage for uninsured Canadians 



with an annual family income of less than $90,000 a year and no co-pays for those 
with family incomes under $70,000. 

 $357 million to tackle the opioid crisis and save lives, while protecting the health of
those suffering from substance abuse. 

 $80 billion to accelerate the transition to the clean and green economy of the future,
to not only fight climate change, but also create new opportunities for Canadian 
business and workers. This includes measures such as new clean electricity projects, 
major battery manufacturing, and clean energy projects, and targeted tax credits and 
investments in renewable energy, zero emissions manufacturing, and clean 
hydrogen. 

Legislation to Support Canada’s Official Languages 

Bill C-13: An Act for the Substantive Equality of Canada's Official Languages, updates the 
Official Languages Act, which had not undergone substantial reform for over three decades, 
and amends several federal laws, including the Official Languages Act–establishing new 
rights for French-speaking communities nationwide. The Bill received Royal Assent on June 
20th. 

The proposed changes would mark the inclusion of immigration in the Official Languages Act 
for the first time. It acknowledges the significance of immigration for the vitality of 
francophone minority communities outside Quebec. This inclusion would contribute to 
enhancing French-language childcare, education, and healthcare services throughout 
Canada, addressing the shortage of bilingual workers that affects various programs in these 
sectors. 

Modernizing the First Nation Fiscal Management Act 

Reconciliation includes economic self-sufficiency by Indigenous communities across Canada. 
Under the First Nations Fiscal Management Act (FMA), First Nations have the option and 
authority to pass by-laws related to elements such as financial administration laws, local 
revenues and financing for infrastructure and economic development outside of the Indian 
Act. Bill C-45: An Act to amend the First Nations Fiscal Management Act implements new 
amendments that are consistent with the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of 
Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP) as well as the Truth and Reconciliation (TRC) Call to Action 
44. 

One critical element of the new amendments includes the creation of the First Nations 
Infrastructure Institute, which is an Indigenous-led initiative which will support Indigenous 
communities to plan, procure, own and manage their infrastructure assets on their lands. 

These amendments are critical to reconciliation, economic self-sufficiency for Indigenous 
communities and aims to move to a nation-to-nation relationship and away from existing 
paternal ones, such as the Indian Act. 

Updates from the Environment and Sustainable 
Development Committee (ENVI) 



ENVI Fossil Fuels Study 

On June 20th, we presented our 9th report on subsidies for fossil fuels at the Standing 
Committee on Environment and Sustainable Development. According to the study, the 
Government of Canada “has been gradually eliminating certain fossil fuel subsidies for more 
than 15 years, but still offers a number of supports for the fossil fuel industry—which many 
witnesses consider to be subsidies. 

Workers and communities are among those who will need to be consulted in the process of a 
transition away from those subsidies, and the impacts of public spending on the economy 
must be considered carefully.” 

The report also highlighted several areas where Ottawa can explore potential options and 
consider implementing reforms. These changes will help fulfill our obligations to phase out 
inefficient fossil fuel subsidies and public financing for the fossil fuel industry by the end of 
2023. 

Updates from the Indigenous and Northern Affairs 
Committee (INAN) 



In Indigenous and Northern Affairs Committee (INAN) we have been working on a land 
restitution/land back study. So far, we have heard from 16 witnesses about the topic of 
restituting land to Indigenous peoples, the efficacy and suitability of existing processes, and 
to better understand where the Government of Canada should go from here. If you are 
interested in reading more or watching INAN committee, click here. 

We also reviewed and approved new legislation to modernize the First Nations Fiscal 
Management Act, and to implement the self-government treaty for the Whitecap Dakota First 
Nation. Wapaha Ska Dakota Oyate/Whitecap Dakota First Nation from Saskatchewan is the 
latest Nation to obtain self-government status after ten years of negotiations. This allows 
them to move away from the Indian Act, expanding their independence and self-governance 
abilities. Among other things, it will ensure that they manage their natural resources, cultural 
matters, membership, language revitalization, education, financial management as well as 
social and health services. This is a strong step forward to Indigenous self-governance in 
Saskatchewan and across Canada. 

Community Updates: West Vancouver & Bowen 
Island 



On June 3rd, I was joined by Parliamentary Secretary of Foreign Affairs Rob Oliphant in West 
Vancouver. We had a couple of meetings with Iranian-Canadian families who have been 
impacted by the heinous actions of the Iranian regime. As always, it is powerful to hear 
directly from community figures and we remain committed to holding the Iranian regime 
accountable for their actions and helping Iranians as they fight for their human rights. 

Later that day, we joined Mayor Mark Sager to tour the West Vancouver Community Cultural 
Festival. It was great to see the rich display of multiculturalism that West Vancouver has to 
offer, and meet with individuals and organizations that are proudly sharing that in our 
community. 



The next week on June 10th, I joined former Member of Parliament John Weston and others 
at the annual Ride for Rotary! It was a rainy ride this year, which was very typical of BC, but 
was lots of fun nonetheless. This year we supported the North Shore Search and Rescue 
who provide immeasurable services to the community. We’re over three quarters to the 
$100k goal, with $77,901 raised. Thank you to Kathy and the West Vancouver Rotary Club 
for organizing!   
 
Apart from community events, I also took the time while I was home to meet with constituents 
to speak on a number of important issues and priorities. If you would like to meet with me, 
please get in touch with my office. I'd love to hear from you!  

 

 

   

Community Updates: Sunshine Coast  



I’ve had the great pleasure of attending the Sunshine Coast Canada Day celebrations over 
the last two years and although I will be in West Vancouver this year, I want to wish the 
Sunshine Coast community a very Happy Canada Day, filled with amazing activities and 
events. I also want to acknowledge the wonderful team and volunteers who organize Syiyaya 
Days. The range of activities from June 21-July 1 are incredible and the theme this year, 
“Every Child Has It in Them to Shine”, is a powerful message of hope. 

I wish to share my sincere best wishes to hiwus Lenora Joe and Councillors Philip Paul, 
Rochelle Jones, Raquel Joe and Shain Jackson for earning the privilege and the 
responsibility of leading the shishalh nation. I am looking forward to working with this 
leadership team in the spirit of collaboration to improve the lives of shishalh nation members, 
to promote shishalh language and culture, deliver on the priorities that the shishalh nation has 
and otherwise advance on the hard work of reconciliation. I also want to give a special 
acknowledgement to Councillor Philip Paul for the honour of receiving his traditional name 
xwa?. 

Community Updates: Sea to Sky 



Earlier this month, I had an amazing time participating in the 16th annual Nagar Kirtan 
organized by the Squamish Sikh Society to commemorate the martyrdom of the Fifth Guru, 
Guru Arjan Dev Ji. I was able to tour the gurdwara (Sikh temple) with Constable Gary Sidhu, 
who then took me for a drive in his car leading the parade. It was great to be able to connect 
with the community, learn more about Sikhism and enjoy some delicious food. 

Happy Pride Season! 



Happy Pride Season! This is a time to celebrate the 2SLGBTQIA+ community in BC, in 
Canada and around the world. We will always celebrate love, equality and diversity.  At a time 
of heightened hatred towards this resilient community, we reaffirm our commitment to our 
values of inclusivity. 

Happy Indigenous History Month! 



June marks Indigenous History Month! I encourage you to use this time to learn about the 
diversity, history, cultures, languages and resilience of Indigenous communities across 
Canada! 

More information and resources: linktr.ee/Patrickbweiler 

Eid al-Adha Mubarak! 

On June 28th Muslims in Canada and around the world celebrate Eid al-Adha, marking the 
end of the holy pilgrimage, Hajj. As you gathered with your community in prayer, to share 
meals and give charity, I wish you and your loved ones a joyous Eid! Eid Mubarak! 

Office of Patrick Weiler MP 

6367 Bruce St 

West Vancouver, BC V7W 2G5 

Canada

If you believe you received this message in error or wish to no longer receive email from us, please unsubscribe.
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Graham McIsaac 
, 

West Vancouver, 

Please do not redact my name. 
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From: Jessika Rahmberg
Sent: Friday, June 30, 2023 1:06 PM
To:
Cc: correspondence
Subject: Response to Storage Lockers-  West Vancouver 

Good Afternoon , 

Please see the attached response to your letter to the District of West Vancouver’s correspondence titled 
Storage Lockers- , West Vancouver from Assistant Chief of Fire Prevention, Jeremy 
Calder. 

Thank you, 

Jessika 

Hello , 

Your correspondence to Mayor and Council dated June 26 regarding storage lockers has been referred to me 
for a response, in my role as Assistant Chief, Fire Prevention. I would like to take this opportunity to respond to 
your concerns. 

To provide clarification, the District has not introduced new bylaws related to parking garages. The British 
Columbia Fire Code does not allow parking garages to be used for storage of anything other than vehicles. 
This is supported by the Canada Fire Code and is not a new regulation. 

The British Columbia Building Code has specific requirements for storage garages. It’s important to note that 
storage rooms are a different occupancy classification than storage garages. Many multi-residential properties 
have separate storage rooms that comply with the British Columbia Building Code and the British Columbia 
Fire Code. Upon our most recent fire inspection of the storage garage , our Fire 
Inspector discovered that the installation of storage spaces within your storage garage is contrary to code and 
that this work was not completed with the necessary permits. 

We realize it has come as a surprise to learn that your storage garages are both non-compliant with provincial 
regulations and pose a fire risk to your property. We empathize that some residents will incur costs to bring 
their storage garages into compliance, but this must be weighed against the potential liability that the strata 
may incur if compliance is not achieved. British Columbia Fire Code clearly provides that unless otherwise 
specified, “the owner or the owner’s authorized agent shall be responsible for carrying out the provisions of this 
Code.” 

West Vancouver Fire & Rescue Services is responsible for upholding the British Columbia Fire Services Act 
and the British Columbia Fire Code. The District of West Vancouver’s Fire Rescue Bylaw No. 5163, 2021 
provides for a regular system of inspection of hotels and public buildings because municipal Fire Inspectors are 
required to ensure compliance with these provincial regulations (a multi-family residential building is classified 
as a hotel under the British Columbia Fire Code). This system of inspections and compliance enforcement is 
required by provincial regulations and therefore, not optional. This enforcement program is in place now 
because many West Vancouver strata have established the use of storage garages in contravention of the 
British Columbia Fire Code.  

We recognize that many buildings have been using parking garages for storage for some time and will need 
time to make changes. That is why we have created a program that allows multi-family buildings until January 
1, 2024 to remedy infractions. We continue to be committed to working with residents to assist them to become 
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compliant with provincial fire regulations and ensure that any new storage facilities comply with the British 
Columbia Fire Code and British Columbia Building Code. We will aim to help provide solutions in a manner that 
does not compromise egress and ingress, key components for fire safety. If you have additional questions 
about storage garage inspections please visit westvancouver.ca/storage-garage-fire-inspection-guidelines or 
email us directly at fireprevention@westvancouver.ca. 

I would also welcome the opportunity to visit  and meet with residents, as I have done with 
other  Buildings on my return to the office in August. 

Regarding the Council’s directives to staff on November 7, 2022,  Fire Inspectors are respecting the Council’s 
direction and addressing other fire inspections until an opportunity to report back on pausing inspections on 
storage has been provided. At this time we do not have a date when staff will be reporting back to Council. 

Respectfully, 
Jeremy 

Jeremy Calder (he, him, his)
Assistant Chief  |  Fire Prevention 
West Vancouver Fire Rescue   

We acknowledge that we are on the traditional, ancestral, and unceded territory of the Sḵwx̱wú7mesh Úxwumixw (Squamish Nation), səl̓ílwətaʔɬ (Tsleil-Waututh Nation), and 
xʷməθkʷəy̓əm (Musqueam Nation). We recognize and respect them as nations in his territory and their historic connection to the lands and waters around us since time 
immemorial. 
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From: Jessika Rahmberg
Sent: Friday, June 30, 2023 1:07 PM
To:
Cc: correspondence
Subject: Response to "Hwy 99 fire June 26 2023"

Hello Paul Hundal, 

Please see the attached response to your letter to the District of West Vancouver’s Correspondence titled 
"Hwy 99 fire June 26 2023" from Fire Chief Dave Clark. 

Thank you very much, 

Jessika 

Hello Paul Hundal, 

Thank you for your correspondence dated Tuesday, June 27, 2023. On behalf of West Vancouver Fire & 
Rescue, thank you for your positive comments as regards the response to the fire in the area of Whyte Lake. It 
has been a team effort, and we are extremely grateful to our partners in BC Wildfire Service, District of North 
Vancouver, and Metro Vancouver for their assistance. 

As you are probably aware, the fire above Horseshoe Bay that was first reported around 1 p.m. on Monday, 
June 26 is now under control. Although the fire initially grew very quickly, since that time we have been very 
fortunate due to some key factors, namely: 

1. The first officer on the scene was able to get water onto the fire immediately, slowing it’s spread
2. Overnight, from Monday evening to Tuesday morning the area did not experience wind, which helped

fire fighters hold the fire
3. Owing to the fact that it’s still early in wildfire season in the region, we were able to get assistance and

resources quickly, including water bombers and helicopters to drop fire retardant

The Community Wildfire Protection Plan (CWPP) that was adopted in 2019 provides a framework to review 
and assess areas of moderate and high fire risk within the District. Our CWPP outlines 54 strategic 
recommendations to be utilized as a multi-faceted approach to improving safety and mitigating risks to the 
community from wildfires. This fulsome approach includes education, training, wildfire fuel management, 
FireSmart initiatives, and many more. 

In closing, I would like to provide some clarification regarding the 2018 Whyte Lake fire that you also refer to in 
your correspondence. I can confirm that the fire was first reported on August 8, 2018, around 8 p.m. and our 
fire fighting crews were on-site immediately after those first reports. The fire fighters worked throughout the 
night battling the fire, and helicopters dumping water were assisting their efforts by the morning of August 9. 
Due to the time of year that this fire occurred, we were fortunate to receive the assistance we did so quickly, as 
resources are very limited during the peak of BC’s wildfire season. I hope this clears up any misconceptions 
you may have had regarding the response and timing of the events of the 2018 wildfire.  

Thank you, 

Dave Clark 

Dave Clark
Fire Chief | District of West Vancouver
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We acknowledge that we are on the tradi onal, ancestral and unceded territory of the Sḵwxw̱ú7mesh Úxwumixw 
(Squamish Na on), səlílwətaʔɬ (Tsleil-Waututh Na on), and xʷməθkʷəyə̓m (Musqueam Na on). We recognize and 
respect them as na ons in this territory, as well as their historic connec on to the lands and waters around us since me 
immemorial.  





going forward. Thinning our forest is not going to stop fires, fires will happen either way. It is the fast and thorough 
suppression response that stops fires. Thank you for being part of the solution. 

Paul Hundal, [Do not redact name] 

West Vancouver, BC 
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